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ABSTRACT

Cavitation is investigated over a range of scales and
regimes for various flow configurations. At the
bubble scale level, a volume-of-fluid (VOF) based
incompressible flow solver is developed, and three
canonical bubble collapse problems are simulated for
validation. The results obtained from the VOF
model show good agreement with past experiments and
numerical simulations. The ability to study and track
multiple bubbles is also incorporated in the context of
the VOF model via a Lagrangian tagging algorithm. For
cavitation inception, we study a shear layer at Reτ = 1500.
Joint–PDFs of the flow invariants are obtained along
the shear layer and the cores of the elongated vortices
are found to be the regions most likely to experience
inception. These regions have a rotation rate 4× stronger
than the stretching rate. Lastly, a fully compressible
multi–scale method accounting for both the sheet cavities
and the micro-bubbles is developed and validated. This
model is applied to a case where both the unresolved and
resolved bubble coexist and the findings are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Cavitation is usually triggered by imperfections in water
known as nuclei, that serve as the starting point for the
liquid breakdown. In marine applications (e.g. marine
propellers, hydrofoils), this phenomenon can occur at
different scales, starting from inception and ending
in developed cavitation, and are characterized by the
cavitation number σ (defined as σ = pr−pv

0.5ρu2
r
, where pr,

pv, ρ and ur are a reference pressure, the vapor pressure,
the liquid density and a reference velocity, respectively).
Inception is the first occurrence and is defined by small
amounts of vapor production for brief periods at a relative
high σ . In certain problems where no cavitation is
expected, some intermittent and random inception events
can be observed. This usually occurs in problems where
the pressure fluctuations are extreme, such as in a shear
layer or during a vortex pair interaction.

Inception in shear flows has been investigated by past
work. Katz and O’Hern (1986) and O’Hern (1990) found
inception to occur in the stretched streamwise vortices

located between spanwise eddies. More recently, Agarwal
et al. (2020) showed that the Reynolds number has a
strong influence on the time the pressure remains below
vapor pressure inside the streamwise vortices. The LES
study of Brandao and Mahesh (2022) uses analysis of flow
topology to identify incipient structures. Their results
corroborate the findings of O’Hern (1990).

The commonly used models for simulating cavitating
flows are a) Homogeneous mixture model (HMM) and
b) Euler–Lagrangian model (EL). The homogeneous
mixture model represents the mixture of liquid and
vapor as a single entity, and they are assumed
to be in mechanical and thermodynamic equilibrium
(Gnanaskandan and Mahesh (2015), Bensow and Bark
(2010), Budich et al. (2018)). The Compressible HMM
has been used to study the re-entrant jet and bubbly shock
mechanisms during the sheet to cloud transition for a flow
over a wedge (Gnanaskandan and Mahesh, 2015; Bhatt
and Mahesh, 2020). However, in the incipient regime
where the small-scale vapor cavities are commonly found,
Bhatt and Mahesh (2020) observed noticeable differences
in mean vapor void fraction between the simulations and
the experiment.

The Euler–Lagrangian (EL) formulation tracks the
liquid using the Navier–Stokes equations, and the small
cavities are tracked in a Lagrangian sense using a variant
of a Rayleigh–Plesset (RP) equation. Most of these EL
models assume the bubble to be spherical. However,
the RP equation becomes less accurate when applied for
large cavities as they are often non-spherical with spatially
varying properties. Hence, a multi–scale model which can
accurately capture (a) the behaviour of both sheet cavities
and micro-bubbles and (b) compressibility of the medium
is developed and discussed in this work.

Bubbles are often exposed to strong acoustic pulses
and shock waves generated by the collapse of neighboring
bubbles. Keller and Miksis (1980) extended the original
RP equation to account for the compressibility of the
medium for a single bubble. However, it does not
account for the inter-bubble interaction. Fuster and
Colonius (2011) derived an RP equation which accounts
for the compressibility of the medium and explicitly
models the bubble-bubble interaction. However, it has
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an O(N2) complexity (N - number of bubbles) making it
computationally expensive for large N. Ghahramani et al.
(2019) derived a localized RP equation and demonstrated
it ability to capture local flow effects. However, it does
not account for medium compressibility which becomes
important when a bubble undergoes violent collapse.
In this work, we derive a generalized RP equation
which accounts for both (a) medium compressibility,
(b) bubble-bubble interaction and (c) is computationally
feasible for a large number of bubbles.

In resolved bubble calculations, maintaining interface
sharpness is of great importance when advecting a fluid
interface. The computational methods to advect a fluid
interface fall into two main categories: 1) interface
capturing methods (ICM), namely the volume-of-fluid
(VOF) (Lafaurie et al., 1994) and the level-set (Osher and
Sethian, 1988) methods; 2) interface tracking methods
(ITM), such as the front tracking method (Unverdi and
Tryggvason, 1992). Given its ability to conserve mass,
and handle complex topology changes without ad hoc
modeling, VOF is an attractive candidate to consider
in the development of a cavitation model. Although
interface sharpness is crucial for the accurate simulation
of multiphase flows, it is not the only requirement
for a physical description of a flow undergoing phase
change. This becomes more important in the study
of cavitating flows where small scale bubbles play a
major role in the prediction of small scale phenomena
such as inception. In this work, we present a more
general phase change model based on the simplification
of the RP equation (Sauer, 2000; Yuan et al., 2001).
Also we discuss a multi-bubble tracking capability that
facilitates the calculation of bubble-related quantities
such as interfacial mass flux and bubble radius R(t).
Hermann (2013) presented a tracking methodology in
the context of simulating the atomization process in its
entirety. More recently, Gao et al. (2021) presented
a Lagrangian technique for tracking of bubbles and
detecting fragmentation and coalescence seen in breaking
waves. We adapt the algorithm of Hermann (2013) to
VOF by making use of the color function c. In addition,
the algorithm is extended to retag the bubbles/cavities
whereby the maximum id-identifier reflects the number of
vapor structures present. The extension of the algorithm
also encompasses the capability to maintain a vapor
structure’s id-identifier upon advection and deformation.

CAVITATION INCEPTION

Governing equations and numerical method

Incompressible Navier–Stokes equations are solved
for the LES of a shear layer. The equations are solved
using a finite-volume algorithm developed by Mahesh
et al. (2004) which ensures robustness without any

added numerical dissipation. This algorithm has been
validated for a variety of problems. It is based on a
predictor–corrector approach. The Cartesian velocities
(ui) and pressure (p) are stored at cell centers and the
face normal velocities are stored at the center of the
faces. The velocities are first predicted at cell centers
and then interpolated to obtain the face normal velocities.
The face–normal velocity is projected to discretely satisfy
the continuity equation. This gives a pressure Poisson
equation which is solved using a multi–grid approach
and then the pressure gradients ( ∂ p

∂n ) are obtained using a
novel least–squares formulation. Finally, these pressure
gradients are used to correct the velocities at cell
centers. Implicit time advancement is performed using the
Crank–Nicolson scheme. For these studies of inception,
we treat vapor as a passive scalar. The main idea is that
since inception is a stochastic process that generates small
amounts of vapor for short periods of time, the effects of
these small regions of vapor on the flow dynamics and
liquid density are negligible. The transport equation for
the passive scalar is given in equation 1. Here, the passive
scalar is taken as the concentration of vapor, C = ρvαv,
and the cavitation source terms are obtained from Saito
et al. (2007). Sc and ρv are, respectively, the Schmidt
number for vapor in water and the vapor density, which
is assumed constant. For the shear layer problem, the
Navier–Stokes equations and equation 1 are filtered. The
resulting sub-grid scale stress and scalar flux are modeled
with the dynamic Smagorinsky eddy–viscosity model
(Germano et al., 1991) and the dynamic Smagorinsky
eddy–diffusivity model (Moin et al., 1991), respectively.
Equation 1 is solved implicitly using the Crank–Nicolson
scheme with a smaller time step than the one used for the
advancement of the velocity field. More details about the
method can be found in Brandao and Mahesh (2022)

∂C
∂ t

+
∂Cu j

∂x j
− ν

Sc
∂ 2C
∂x2

j
= Sevap −Scond (1)

Problem and results
Inception in shear layers is studied using the

backward–facing step configuration with step height of
S = 10mm of Agarwal et al. (2018) at Reτ = 1500 and
σ = 0.55. The domain has an expansion ratio (ER) of
1.19 and an aspect ratio (AR) equal to 5.3. The grid
contains 190 million cells with ∆y+ = 0.6 and ∆x+ = 12
in the vicinity of the corner and a uniform ∆z+ = 32 in
the spanwise direction. No–slip boundary conditions are
applied to every wall in the domain. In order to match
the experimental conditions, a turbulent boundary layer at
Reτ = 1500 is generated on a separated plane through the
recycle–rescale method of Lund et al. (1998) and used as
an inflow boundary condition for the backstep.

A vapor concentration equivalent to α = 1 × 10−5

is prescribed at the inflow. The flow field at the center
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plane, x = 1S and x = 3S are displayed in figure 1.
Figures 3 shows a comparison between numerical and the
experimental velocity profiles of Agarwal et al. (2018) at
x = 1S and x = 3S. Good agreement is obtained for the
shear layer profiles despite the differences observed in the
incoming boundary–layer, which can be explained by the
use of a finer ∆x+ at the backstep inlet section (x/S < 0
in figure 1(a)). The reattachment length obtained is Lr =
6.0S, which is 9% larger than the experimental value of
Lr = 5.5S. In this work, we assume that inception occurs
when the local pressure drops below vapor pressure at
any instant of time. Figure 2 shows the inception event
rates for this flow. These events are obtained by counting
the number of events with p < pv across the shear layer
over two entire flow-throughs and averaging them over the
span direction. We can see that inception is more likely
to occur in the region 0.4 < x/S < 0.8, consistent with
experimental findings.

(a)

y/S

x/S

(b)

y/S

z/S

(c)

z/S

Figure 1: Instantaneous flow field colored with u/u∞ for
Reτ = 1500 at center plane (a) and at positions x = 1S (b)
and x = 3S (c) downstream of the step.

y/S

x/S

Figure 2: Inception event rates averaged in the spanwise
direction. Levels are in ogarithmic scales.

O’Hern (1990) found that inception would primarily
occur in the stretched streamwise vortices, indicating that

the lowest values of pressure are likely to be in the
core of these vortices. The invariants of the velocity
gradient tensor as well as of the strain rate tensor and
rotation rate tensor help identify the flow structures that
contain pressure minima. The details of this approach
and the physical meaning of the invariants are given in
details in Perry and Chong (1994). Figure 4(a) shows
joint–PDF between the second (Q) and third (R) invariants
of the velocity gradient tensor. Regions of the flow lying
above the solid black line indicate that fluid particles
are undergoing stretching (R < 0) or contraction (R >
0). Figure 4(b) shows joint–PDF between the second
invariants of the strain rate tensor (Qs) and the rotation
rate tensor (Qw). Regions of the flow lying below the solid
black line are dominated by rotation (such as a vortex
core) while regions lying above the line are dominated by
strain (such as the periphery of a vortex).
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Figure 3: Comparison between numerical (lines) and
experimental (symbols) velocity profiles at x = 1S (left)
and x = 3S (right) downstream of the step for Reτ = 1500.

We collect the values of these invariants for the
regions where and when the local pressure becomes lower
than vapor pressure, and show them in figure 4. The
joint-PDF of Q-R in figure 4(a) reveals that pressure drops
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below vapor pressure primarily in regions where the flow
is being either stretched or contracted. The joint-PDF of
Qs–Qw in figure 4(b) shows that these events are likely to
be dominated by rotation. This confirms the conclusion
predicted by O’Hern (1990) that the pressure minima and
cavitation inception occur inside the core of vortices that
are being stretched or contracted.

The joint–PDFs showed that regions of higher rotation
rates are preferential sites for inception. However, they do
not quantify the balance between rotation and straining.
Truesdell (1954) measures the amount of rotation of
a fluid particle with the kinematical vorticity number
defined as

κ =

(
Qw

−Qs

) 1
2
. (2)

(a) Q

R

(b)

−Qs

Qw

Figure 4: Joint–PDFs of Q–R (a) and Qs–Qw (b) for
σ = 0.55. Levels in both plots are in logarithmic scale
and the invariants are in non–dimensional units (using
the appropriate combination of the step height, S, and the
freestream velocity, u∞).

This variable measures the ratio between rotational
strength and irrotational stretching (Ooi et al., 1999). A

value of κ = 0 implies that a fluid particle is undergoing
purely irrotational stretching while a value of κ =
∞ means that the fluid particle is subjected only to
solid–body rotation. The joint–PDF between pressure and
κ is displayed in figure 5 and reveals a predominance of
κ ≈ 2, which indicates that inception is most likely to
occur in the cores of vortex tubes subjected to a rotation
rate 4× stronger than the stretching rate. Additionally,
a decreasing pressure and consequently the likelihood of
cavitation, is found to be correlated to an increasing κ .

κ

p(Pa)

Figure 5: Joint–PDF between pressure and κ for σ =
0.55. The line of κ = 1 signals the boundary between
stretching to rotation dominated.

GRID–RESOLVED BUBBLE SCALE

VOF methodology with phase change

When considering resolved bubble calculations, the
continuity equation is modified such that

∂ui

∂xi
= ṁ

(
1
ρv

− 1
ρl

)∣∣∣∣ ∂c
∂xi

∣∣∣∣ (3)

where ṁ is the mass flux between the two phases per unit
area, ρv is vapor density, ρl is liquid density, and |∂c/∂xi|
is the magnitude of the gradient of the color function that
ensures the divergence of the velocity field is non-zero
only at the interface.
An expression for the mass flux ṁ can be determined
by simplifying the Rayleigh–Plesset (RP) equation which
assumes a spherical bubble subject to uniform pressure
variations. Ignoring non-condensable gas (NCG), surface
tension, and viscous effects, the RP equation reduces to,

ρl

(
RR̈+

3
2

Ṙ2
)
= pvap − p∞ (4)
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and has the following solution

Ṙ =

√√√√2(pvap − p∞)

3ρl

[
1−
(

R0

R

)3
]

(5)

Therefore,

ṁ = ρlṘ =

√√√√2
3

ρl(pvap − p∞)

[
1−
(

R0

R

)3
]

(6)

Because a local pressure will be used instead of the
far-field pressure, a correlation coefficient is needed to
correct the mass flux (Michael et al., 2017). The modified
mass flux, therefore, becomes

ṁ=



Ce

√
2
3

ρl |pvap − p|

√√√√∣∣∣∣∣1−
(

R0

R

)3
∣∣∣∣∣, i f p > pvap

Cc

√
2
3

ρl |pvap − p|

√√√√[1−
(

R0

R

)3
]
, i f p < pvap

0, i f p = pvap
(7)

where Ce and Cc are empirical coefficients of evaporation
and condensation, respectively. While values of Ce and
Cc seem to arbitrary in the literature, our numerical
experiments have found a dependence of the pressure
jump across the interface on the value of the coefficients
for different density ratios. When working with a
one-fluid formulation applying pressure and velocity
boundary conditions at the level of a bubble interface is
not straightforward given the continuity of the variables
throughout the domain, however, the linearization of
source term in the pressure equation, described later in
this section, facilitates that task.

The presence of a non-solenoidal velocity field results
in a modification at the level of the Poisson equation
leading to

− 1
ρ

∂ 2 p
∂xi∂xi

=
∂

∂ t

(
∂ui

∂xi

)
̸= 0 (8)

Solving the Poisson equation with a source term often
leads to numerical instability, therefore the source term
was modeled semi-implicitly, similar to (Michael et al.,
2017), such that the semi-discrete form of the Poisson
equation is given as

− 1
ρ

∂ 2 pn+1

∂xi∂xi
− 1

∆t
β |∂c/∂xi| pn+1√

|pn − pvap|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Implicit part

=

1
∆t

[
∂un

∂xi
−

β |∂c/∂xi| pvap√
|pn − pvap|︸ ︷︷ ︸

Explicit part

] (9)

where

β =Ce,c

√√√√2
3

ρl

[
1−
(

R0

R

)3
](

1
ρv

− 1
ρl

)

The system to be solved has the following form

aCφC +∑
f

a f φ f = RHS (10)

The implicit term shown in Equation (9) is absorbed
into the coefficient aC of Equation (10) hence increasing
diagonal dominance, which therefore leads to better
stability.

Interface tracking with VOF

When studying flows with phase change, the use of VOF
has become increasingly more popular given its ability to
capture complex topology changes and to conserve mass
if the numerics do not limit this feature. Early thrust
in that direction has primarily focused on simulating
boiling flows due to their industrial applications (Welch
and Wilson, 2000; Kunkelmann and Stephan, 2009).
The standard advection equation for the color function c
is given by

∂c
∂ t

+
∂ (cui)

∂xi
= 0 (11)

where c(∂ui/∂xi) is 0 assuming the fluid to be
incompressible. Traditionally, a source/sink term is
added to the right-hand side of the advection equation to
account for phase change. The addition of the source/sink
term often leads to undesirable interface diffusion
and is alleviated via the use of compressive schemes
such as ”Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for
Arbitrary Meshes” (CICSAM). We seek a sharp interface
formulation which bypasses the need for a compressive
advection scheme, and therefore we construct the full
interface velocity (i.e. including phase change effects) via
the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition such that

uΓ =− ṁ
2

(
1
ρl

+
1
ρv

)
+

1
2
(ul +uv) (12)

where uΓ is the final velocity used to advect c via
equation (11). More recent work has primarly focused on
developing consistent advection schemes for flows with
phase change, see (Scapin et al., 2020) and (Malan et al.,
2021) for further details.

Bubble tracking with VOF
We utilize a modified Lagrangian point particle

approach based on the work of Hermann (2013) to track
vapor structures. Since the interface tracking method used
in this work is VOF, the algorithm was adapted to use
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the color function c instead of the refined level set grid
variable G used in (Hermann, 2013). The need for a
tracking algorithm originates from the form of the mass
flux model discussed. The ratio R0/R(t) is not ignored,
and calculating R(t) for each bubble, at any time instant,
is required. The merging of cavity pieces across multiple
blocks often causes the loss of the order of id-identifiers,
hence a retagging algorithm was developed to ensure that
bubbles/cavities present are tagged from 1 to N, where N
is the total number of vapor structures. Figure 6 shows an
example of how the maximum id-identifier obtained after
the merging step in traditional methods does not reflect
the total number of vapor cavities present.
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7

<latexit sha1_base64="DRaAAucgzXEl5U7ww/C0Eqi/1WA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWanr9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC01Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcmaVAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU147WdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03JhuAtv7xK2hdV77Jaa9Yq9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHxXjLo=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="uADts9qy6BMZhUYNznve61VGZSI=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIp6kkKXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH+qBS9WreAmSd+AWpQoHmoPLVHyYsi1EaJqjWPd9LTZBTZTgTOHP7mcaUsgkdYc9SSWPUQb44dEbOrTIkUaJsSUMW6u+JnMZaT+PQdsbUjPWqNxf/83qZiW6CnMs0MyjZclGUCWISMv+aDLlCZsTUEsoUt7cSNqaKMmOzcW0I/urL66R9WfOvavVq47YIowyncAYX4MM1NOAemtACBggv8AbvzpPz6nwsG0tOMXECf+B8/gAWcYuT</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="lStTIEjKdgYAwCvjc62eS41a/gg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiJ4k4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNnZZWZWCCFf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftHScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv77SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNar9YsktuwuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCG3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVV9qrlSqNSqt1mceThDM7hEjy4hhrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4PrjL8=</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="DfnduD/lw0EfIcSDwUSPrNhmtRE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKMJ4k4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNnZZWZWCCFf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftHScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv77SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNar9YsktuwuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCG3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVV9q7LlUalVLvN4sjDGZzDJXhQhRrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4VvjMA=</latexit>

7

<latexit sha1_base64="lStTIEjKdgYAwCvjc62eS41a/gg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiJ4k4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNnZZWZWCCFf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftHScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv77SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNar9YsktuwuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCG3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVV9qrlSqNSqt1mceThDM7hEjy4hhrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4PrjL8=</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="lStTIEjKdgYAwCvjc62eS41a/gg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiJ4k4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNnZZWZWCCFf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftHScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv77SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNar9YsktuwuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCG3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVV9qrlSqNSqt1mceThDM7hEjy4hhrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4PrjL8=</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="lStTIEjKdgYAwCvjc62eS41a/gg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiJ4k4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNnZZWZWCCFf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftHScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv77SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNar9YsktuwuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCG3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVV9qrlSqNSqt1mceThDM7hEjy4hhrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4PrjL8=</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="k6uynjFtw6ZI0t8EnTFmV6a4N2U=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePEiVLAf0Iay2U7SpZtN2N0IpfRHePGgiFd/jzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUsnmWLYZIlIVCegGgWX2DTcCOykCmkcCGwHo9uZ335CpXkiH804RT+mkeQhZ9RYqX2PKuIy6pcrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g4RlMUrDBNW667mp8SdUGc4ETku9TGNK2YhG2LVU0hi1P5mfOyVnVhmQMFG2pCFz9ffEhMZaj+PAdsbUDPWyNxP/87qZCa/9CZdpZlCyxaIwE8QkZPY7GXCFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcYmVLIheMsvr5LWRdW7rNYeapX6TR5HEU7gFM7Bgyuowx00oAkMRvAMr/DmpM6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AUHyPjg==</latexit>

Merging

<latexit sha1_base64="xMOyDqw4SRbPuoPkuF1e4afEZiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilzj1VY9Ijbr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5vVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmT1PBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqISjYEb/nlVdK6qHqX1dpdrVKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EIDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/IoY8d</latexit>

Rank 0

<latexit sha1_base64="wvi0t+EOHtn+g1EiyeRCji/Lcn8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilzj1VY9IjXr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5vVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmT1PBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqISjYEb/nlVdK6qHqX1dpdrVKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EIDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/KJY8e</latexit>

Rank 1

<latexit sha1_base64="fIpGNHpMpA2ot0e2AQ+pn+ALVWE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWMV+wFtKJvtpF262cTdjVBC/4QXD4p49e9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVbq3FM5Jj1S7ZfKbsWdg6wSLydlyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83vnZJzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzJ4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiIijYEb/nlVdKqVrzLSu2uVq7X8jgKcApncAEeXEEdbqEBTWAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w/LqY8f</latexit>

Rank 2

<latexit sha1_base64="e8OVBFMPGQLrpZQvGUAjhw8njVA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbOLuRiihf8KLB0W8+ne8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGiu176kckS656JXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ8VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n83unZBTq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgpiYTJ8nfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNiIijYEb/HlZdI8r3iXlepdtVyr5nEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EIdGsBAwDO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO4A+czx/NLY8g</latexit>

Rank 3

<latexit sha1_base64="xMOyDqw4SRbPuoPkuF1e4afEZiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilzj1VY9Ijbr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5vVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmT1PBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqISjYEb/nlVdK6qHqX1dpdrVKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EIDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/IoY8d</latexit>

Rank 0

<latexit sha1_base64="wvi0t+EOHtn+g1EiyeRCji/Lcn8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilzj1VY9IjXr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5vVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmT1PBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqISjYEb/nlVdK6qHqX1dpdrVKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EIDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/KJY8e</latexit>

Rank 1

<latexit sha1_base64="fIpGNHpMpA2ot0e2AQ+pn+ALVWE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWMV+wFtKJvtpF262cTdjVBC/4QXD4p49e9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8M/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVbq3FM5Jj1S7ZfKbsWdg6wSLydlyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83vnZJzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzJ4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiIijYEb/nlVdKqVrzLSu2uVq7X8jgKcApncAEeXEEdbqEBTWAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w/LqY8f</latexit>

Rank 2

<latexit sha1_base64="e8OVBFMPGQLrpZQvGUAjhw8njVA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbOLuRiihf8KLB0W8+ne8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGiu176kckS656JXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ8VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n83unZBTq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgpiYTJ8nfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNiIijYEb/HlZdI8r3iXlepdtVyr5nEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EIdGsBAwDO8wpvz6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO4A+czx/NLY8g</latexit>

Rank 3

Figure 6: Merging of id-identifier of a vapor structure
across multiple blocks.

Since vapor structures can grow, collapse, deform, and
advect in a given flow, maintaining the value of the
id-identifier between adjacent time instants is required,
therefore an id maintenance procedure was incorporated
following the retagging procedure.

<latexit sha1_base64="DSs/otLGM3tGcbw7Y+b2owP1uy4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPfYuMvg==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="DSs/otLGM3tGcbw7Y+b2owP1uy4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPfYuMvg==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="y+WDoqttszdexELZg6EJPDYoWM8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIp6rHoxWMF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4pXf5M3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlhKrg2nvftlDY2t7Z3yrvu3v7B4VHFPW7rJFMMWywRieqGVKPgEluGG4HdVCGNQ4GdcHI39zvPqDRP5KOZphjEdCR5xBk1VnqoDypVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgOKl/9YcKyGKVhgmrd873UBDlVhjOBM7efaUwpm9AR9iyVNEYd5ItDZ+TcKkMSJcqWNGSh/p7Iaaz1NA5tZ0zNWK96c/E/r5eZ6CbIuUwzg5ItF0WZICYh86/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzYb14bgr768TtqXNf+qVq82boswynAKZ3ABPlxDA+6hCS1ggPACb/DuPDmvzseyseQUEyfwB87nDxedi5c=</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="DSs/otLGM3tGcbw7Y+b2owP1uy4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPfYuMvg==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="y+WDoqttszdexELZg6EJPDYoWM8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIp6rHoxWMF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4pXf5M3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlhKrg2nvftlDY2t7Z3yrvu3v7B4VHFPW7rJFMMWywRieqGVKPgEluGG4HdVCGNQ4GdcHI39zvPqDRP5KOZphjEdCR5xBk1VnqoDypVr+YtQNaJX5AqFGgOKl/9YcKyGKVhgmrd873UBDlVhjOBM7efaUwpm9AR9iyVNEYd5ItDZ+TcKkMSJcqWNGSh/p7Iaaz1NA5tZ0zNWK96c/E/r5eZ6CbIuUwzg5ItF0WZICYh86/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzYb14bgr768TtqXNf+qVq82boswynAKZ3ABPlxDA+6hCS1ggPACb/DuPDmvzseyseQUEyfwB87nDxedi5c=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DSs/otLGM3tGcbw7Y+b2owP1uy4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPfYuMvg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jqylwcxBagMhesCQ8VFOWEkScmo=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtZICF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOknjQU=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="+uQyNRflh6ZfpBt0Osl+e4sjuBk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOl5qRfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6LqXVZrzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f6quNBg==</latexit>y
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<latexit sha1_base64="SFBjwTmI4a9Moagmxcjs7hmv1nU=">AAACBHicbZA7SwNBFIVn4yvGV9QyzWAQLGTZlaCWARvTRcgLkiXMTmY3Q2Znl5m7YlhS2PhXbCwUsfVH2PlvnDwKTTww8HHOvQz3+IngGhzn28qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlo5TRVmTxiJWHZ9oJrhkTeAgWCdRjES+YG1/dDPN2/dMaR7LBowT5kUklDzglICx+sVSD9gD+EFWs3FNcuBE4AYJQy7DSb9YdmxnJrwK7gLKaKF6v/jVG8Q0jZgEKojWXddJwMuIAk4FmxR6qWYJoSMSsq5BSSKmvWx2xASfGmeAg1iZJwHP3N8bGYm0Hke+mYwIDPVyNjX/y7opBNdexmWSApN0/lGQCgwxnjaCB1wxCmJsgFBlKqCYDokiFExvBVOCu3zyKrQubPfSrtxVytXzRR15VEIn6Ay56ApV0S2qoyai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEfzVmLnWP0R9bnD0jLl88=</latexit>

I. Initial Tagging
<latexit sha1_base64="XDCqs5R1PJBu6j6TP1AqkFgrvrc=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1amFhsxgECwl3EtQykEY7BfMByRH2NnPJ4t7esTsnhiONf8XGQhFbf4ad/8bNR6GJDwYe780wMy9MpTDoed/OwuLS8srq2nphY3Nre8fd3aubJNMcajyRiW6GzIAUCmooUEIz1cDiUEIjvK+O/MYDaCMSdYeDFIKY9ZSIBGdopY570EZ4xDDKr69L9I71aLXPVA+GHbfolbwx6Dzxp6RIprjpuF/tbsKzGBRyyYxp+V6KQc40Ci5hWGhnBlLG71kPWpYqFoMJ8vEDQ3pslS6NEm1LIR2rvydyFhsziEPbGTPsm1lvJP7ntTKMLoNcqDRDUHyyKMokxYSO0qBdoYGjHFjCuBb2Vsr7TDOONrOCDcGffXme1M9K/nmpfFsuVk6ncayRQ3JETohPLkiFXJEbUiOcDMkzeSVvzpPz4rw7H5PWBWc6s0/+wPn8AbVOlcc=</latexit>

II. Tag Change
<latexit sha1_base64="POp7rhVN4NeLCwvCwhS3JU+Rvt4=">AAACD3icbVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWBQPUnalqMdKL+6tgn1AW0o2zbaheSxJVixL/4EX/4oXD4p49erNf2O23YO2DgSGme9LMhNEjGrjut/O0vLK6tp6biO/ubW9s1vY229oGStM6lgyqVoB0oRRQeqGGkZakSKIB4w0g1E19Zv3RGkqxZ0ZR6TL0UDQkGJkrNQrnHQMeTBBmPi+X4JVybkU8NreAH1h7B7B6dykVyi6JXcKuEi8jBRBhlqv8NXpSxxzIgxmSOu250ammyBlKGZkku/EmkQIj9CAtC0ViBPdTaZ5JvDYKn0YSmWPMHCq/t5IENd6zAM7yZEZ6nkvFf/z2rEJr7oJFVFsiMCzh8KYQSNhWg7sU2UDs7ElCCtq/wrxECmE0yrytgRvPvIiaZyXvItS+bZcrJxldeTAITgCp8ADl6ACbkAN1AEGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj9nokpPtHIA/cD5/AG6WnD0=</latexit>

III. Common Area Intersection
<latexit sha1_base64="qwDKR3DNsyQFp7Nm438cSkEYEBY=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRwMQgWEu4kqGXARgtRwXxAEsLe3lyyZG/v2J0Tw5HSxr9iY6GIrT/Bzn/jJqbQxAcDj/dmmJnnJ1IYdN0vZ2Z2bn5hcWk5t7K6tr6R39yqmjjVHCo8lrGu+8yAFAoqKFBCPdHAIl9Cze+dDf3aHWgjYnWL/QRaEesoEQrO0Ert/G4T4R79MLuoFumVDOgt69BLJhTagmDQzhfcojsCnSbemBTIGNft/GcziHkagUIumTENz02wlTGNgksY5JqpgYTxHutAw1LFIjCtbPTIgO5bJaBhrG0ppCP190TGImP6kW87I4ZdM+kNxf+8RorhaSsTKkkRFP9ZFKaSYkyHqdBAaOAo+5YwroW9lfIu04yjzS5nQ/AmX54m1aOid1ws3ZQK5cNxHEtkh+yRA+KRE1Im5+SaVAgnD+SJvJBX59F5dt6c95/WGWc8s03+wPn4BrYmmRc=</latexit>

IV. Old Tag Maintained

<latexit sha1_base64="ADb7QiRHetf5Px9jhPOcvUSdXWw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePFYxX5AG8pmM2mXbjZhdyOU0n/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB2Mbmd++wmV5ol8NOMU/ZgOJI84o8ZKDzzslytu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eiXv3phwrIYpWGCat313NT4E6oMZwKnpV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGLU/mV86JWdWCUmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWA7Y2qGetmbif953cxE1/6EyzQzKNliUZQJYhIye5uEXCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZseGUbAje8surpHVR9S6rtftapX6Tx1GEEziFc/DgCupwBw1oAoMInuEV3pyR8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP44jjWA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ADb7QiRHetf5Px9jhPOcvUSdXWw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePFYxX5AG8pmM2mXbjZhdyOU0n/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB2Mbmd++wmV5ol8NOMU/ZgOJI84o8ZKDzzslytu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eiXv3phwrIYpWGCat313NT4E6oMZwKnpV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGLU/mV86JWdWCUmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWA7Y2qGetmbif953cxE1/6EyzQzKNliUZQJYhIye5uEXCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZseGUbAje8surpHVR9S6rtftapX6Tx1GEEziFc/DgCupwBw1oAoMInuEV3pyR8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP44jjWA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="I4cmU7pmZwbY7jlIPHlzvf+0ZZY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePFYwbSFNpTNZtMu3ezG3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6acaeO6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etbXMFKE+kVyqbog15UxQ3zDDaTdVFCchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5mkNEjwULCYEWys1GXRIJc8mg6qNbfuzoFWiVeQGhRoDapf/UiSLKHCEI617nluaoIcK8MIp9NKP9M0xWSMh7RnqcAJ1UE+v3eKzqwSoVgqW8Kgufp7IseJ1pMktJ0JNiO97M3E/7xeZuLrIGcizQwVZLEozjgyEs2eRxFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYiCo2BG/55VXSvqh7l/XGfaPWvCniKMMJnMI5eHAFTbiDFvhAgMMzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPYmaQMg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="YTT9tsHs8Tb9CJ86s5YRhRIlh0o=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUSKuiy4cVnBPrANZTKZtEMnkzBzI5TQv3DjQhG3/o07/8Zpm4W2Hhg4nHMvc88JUikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJsk04y2WyER3A2q4FIq3UKDk3VRzGgeSd4Lx7czvPHFtRKIecJJyP6ZDJSLBKFrpUYSDXCjUZjqoVN2aOwdZJV5BqlCgOah89cOEZTFXyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNyPzM8pWxMh7xnqaIxN34+v3hKzq0SkijR9ikkc/X3Rk5jYyZxYCdjiiOz7M3E/7xehtGNbyOlGXLFFh9FmSSYkFl8EgrNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWhLKtsSvOXIq6R9WfOuavX7erVRL+oowSmcwQV4cA0NuIMmtICBgmd4hTfHOC/Ou/OxGF1zip0T+APn8wcd6ZEt</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gYqobZSEv4VEBSDRUXrsqYrpDI0=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lV0p6rHgxWMF+wHtUrLZbBuaTdYkK5Slf8KLB0W8+ne8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMwLU8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bRmWashZVQuluSAwTXLKW5VawbqoZSULBOuH4duZ3npg2XMkHO0lZkJCh5DGnxDqpy6NBrkQ0HVSqXs2bA68SvyBVKNAcVL76kaJZwqSlghjT873UBjnRllPBpuV+ZlhK6JgMWc9RSRJmgnx+7xSfOyXCsdKupMVz9fdEThJjJknoOhNiR2bZm4n/eb3MxjdBzmWaWSbpYlGcCWwVnj2PI64ZtWLiCKGau1sxHRFNqHURlV0I/vLLq6R9WfOvavX7erVRL+IowSmcwQX4cA0NuIMmtICCgGd4hTf0iF7QO/pYtK6hYuYE/gB9/gBfZJAo</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="I9uo7Tr5BweLsF4AyieVw3tAJZc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU9Vjw4rGK/YA2lM1m0y7dbMLuRCih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJsk04y2WyER3A2q4FIq3UKDk3VRzGgeSd4Lx7czvPHFtRKIecZJyP6ZDJSLBKFrpQYSDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKVz9MWBZzhUxSY3qem6KfU42CST4t9zPDU8rGdMh7lioac+Pn80un5NwqIYkSbUshmau/J3IaGzOJA9sZUxyZZW8m/uf1Moxu/FyoNEOu2GJRlEmCCZm9TUKhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOGUbgrf88ippX9a8q1r9vl5t1Is4SnAKZ3ABHlxDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPiyGNVg==</latexit>

id
<latexit sha1_base64="eTzjsp7kelzGEcBvck0+yaXfWu0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqCcpePFYwX5gG8pku2mXbjZhdyOU0H/hxYMiXv033vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nirImjUWsOgFqJrhkTcONYJ1EMYwCwdrB+Hbmt5+Y0jyWD2aSMD/CoeQhp2is9MgH/SzkEsW0X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYppGTBoqUOuu5ybGz1AZTgWblnqpZgnSMQ5Z11KJEdN+Nr94Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74kMI60nUWA7IzQjvezNxP+8bmrCaz/jMkkNk3SxKEwFMTGZvU8GXDFqxMQSpIrbWwkdoUJqbEglG4K3/PIqaV1Uvctq7b5Wqd/kcRThBE7hHDy4gjrcQQOaQEHCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AebmkRE=</latexit>

idfinal

Figure 7: Visual description of tag maintenance during
bubble advection.

To maintain the id-identifier of a cavity between
adjacent time steps, a copy of the old id-identifier
is kept initially. Since the interface cannot move a
distance larger than ∆x for a given ∆t based on the

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, there exists a
region where the old id-identifier and the new id-identifier
intersect. The id-identifier in the intersected area is
changed to the old id-identifier, and finally the rest of
the element of the list containing the new id-identifier
is flooded with the old value as depicted in figure 7.
Full details of the tagging algorithm can be found in
Fakhreddine et al. (2022).

Figure 8: Tracked phase (left) and its identifier colored
by tag id (right) for N=1000 bubbles.

Problem and results
In order to validate the VOF methodology with

phase change, three canonical single bubble problems
were simulated, Rayleigh–Plesset (RP) collapse of a
free vapour bubble, vapour bubble collapse near a
solid boundary, and vapour bubble collapse on a solid
boundary. The latter two problems pose an additional
challenge to the model due to the absence of symmetry;
symmetry being a distinct feature of the Rayleigh bubble
collapse. The following assumptions were made for all
three problems: (1) the liquid is incompressible, (2) the
flow is nonviscous, (3) the vapour pressure is uniform
throughout the bubble interior, (4) the ambient and vapour
pressure are constant with time (5) non-condensable gas
(NCG) is absent, (6) and surface tension effects are
negligible.

The test cases are specified by the following
conditions: p∞= ambient pressure, pv = vapour pressure,
R0 = inital bubble radius, and an additional parameter b,
for the case of a bubble near a solid boundary, which
is the distance from the center of the bubble extending
vertically to the solid boundary. Values of p∞, pv, ρl ,
ρv, and R0 were set to 1.01325, 0.03169, 1, 0.001, 0.042,
respectively.

i) Rayleigh bubble collapse

The collapse of a single bubble is a benchmark case that
has been widely used for the validation of the different
numerical models in the literature. Further, this problem
can be solved analytically up to collapse time.
The bubble was resolved with 30 cells spanning the
diameter with a nonuniform grid composed of a uniform
part that resolves the center of the cube and nonuniform
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part that stretches to the boundaries of the computational
domain. The boundary conditions were set to Dirichlet for
pressure (pboundary = p∞) and zero Neumann for velocity.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of bubble radius with
respect to time using VOF with phase change (dashed
line) in comparison to the solution of the RP equation
(symbols). Since the resolution of the grid is fixed
throughout the entire simulation, the number of cells
resolving the bubble decreases with time which in turn
causes higher uncertainty in the estimation of the interface
position. This directly affects the mass flux calculation
due to the need for the value of bubble radius in the model
at every time step. However, the model maintains good
agreement with the RP solution to the last instants of
collapse. We note that the choice of Ce,c has a direct effect
on the agreement with the analytical solution, this effect
is observed more strongly in the advection equation.

Figure 9: Comparison of bubble radius variation with
respect to time between RP solution and numerical result.

ii) Spherical vapour bubble near/on a solid boundary

For both problems involving a solid boundary, the bubble
was resolved with a grid similar to that of the Rayleigh
bubble collapse case, only now the uniform part is shifted
near the wall. The computational domain is a cube of
size unity with the bubble located at the center of the
xz − plane, and shifted a distance b = 2R0 = 0.084 in
the vertical direction for the case of a bubble near the
boundary. In what proceeds, the case of a collapsing
bubble near a wall will be referred to as Case 1, and the
case of a collapsing bubble on a wall will be referred to as
Case 2.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the bubble surface
near a wall with respect to time. The bubble is initially
spherical and at rest. As it collapses, it gets elongated
in the direction normal to the wall, then flattens and
forms an inward moving jet. The main reason behind this
elongation is the presence of the solid boundary which

reduces the velocity of the bubble interface that’s directly
facing the wall (Plesset and Champan, 1971). Some of
the key features seen in figure 10 is the disc-like shape
of the bubble towards the end of the collapse which was
also seen in the numerical experiments of (Plesset and
Champan, 1971) and (Zhange et al., 2019). Another key
feature observed in the current simulation is the formation
of two tails at t = t∗ at the top of the bubble surface
halfway through the collapse which was also seen in the
experimental results of (Kling and Hammit, 1972).

<latexit sha1_base64="N1bQF1eqDfmDxCplzsJmDBdgCjc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilB+y7/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM04gqZpMZ0PTdBP6MaBZN8WuqlhieUjemQdy1VNOLGz+anTsmZVQYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMJApsZ0RxZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNMp2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifPwcCjaQ=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sAvQXe8mxQrs7QpV05Tu1/YPcnQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilB+yH/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM04gqZpMZ0PTdBP6MaBZN8WuqlhieUjemQdy1VNOLGz+anTsmZVQYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMJApsZ0RxZJa9mfif100xvPYzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNMp2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP1jajdo=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="4SssFa0On7p6ZB8yqDZg8K3CLHY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgHsKuBPUY9OIxonlAsobZySQZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl3328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DhokSzXidRTLSrYAaLoXidRQoeSvWnIaB5M1gdDP1m09cGxGpBxzH3A/pQIm+YBStdI+PZ91iyS27M5Bl4mWkBBlq3eJXpxexJOQKmaTGtD03Rj+lGgWTfFLoJIbHlI3ogLctVTTkxk9np07IiVV6pB9pWwrJTP09kdLQmHEY2M6Q4tAselPxP6+dYP/KT4WKE+SKzRf1E0kwItO/SU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2+vEwa52Xvoly5q5Sq11kceTiCYzgFDy6hCrdQgzowGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLfmnGzmEP7A+fwB/FaNnQ==</latexit>
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Figure 10: Bubble surface at different times for case of
bubble near a solid boundary.
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Figure 11: Bubble surface at different times for case of
bubble on a solid boundary.

Similar to Case 1, the bubble is elongated in the
normal direction as it collapses, however, the elongation
and the tail formation is not as significant at t∗. The
jet formed in Case 2 is more pronounced and leads to a
flattening of the bubble as the jet moves closer to the wall.
It is also observed that the final size of the bubble in Case
2 is larger than that in Case 1 due to the shielding from the
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ambient that the solid boundary provides to the lower half
of the bubble. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the bubble
surface on a wall with respect to time and the behaviour
described above.

MULTI-SCALE MODEL

1. Governing equations

Carrier phase (Liquid + Resolved vapor)

The mixture density comprises of two components: the
liquid and the vapor, and is given by

ρ = ρlαl +ρvαv (13)

where ρ and α denote the density and volume fraction
respectively and the subscripts l and v denote liquid
and vapor respectively. In the homogeneous mixture
formulation, ρvαv is governed by a transport equation
which requires the vapor to be well-resolved for accurate
estimation. Hence, it under-performs when the vapor is
not well resolved. In the Euler-Lagrangian formulation,
ρvαv is governed by RP equation which assumes the
bubble to be spherical and hence it under-performs for
large cavities with non-uniform shape and properties.
Hence, to capture both the scales simultaneously and
accurately, ρvαv is expressed a follows

ρvαv = ρvresαvres +ρvun αvun (14)

where the subscripts ’res’ and ’un’ imply resolved and
unresolved respectively. Here, ρvresαvres represents the
resolved vapor and is governed by a transport equation
and ρvun αvun represents the unresolved bubbles and is
governed by the RP equation. In other words, the best of
both homogeneous mixture and Euler–Lagrangian models
is brought together resulting in a hybrid multi–scale
model. Now the mixture density becomes

ρ = ρlαl +ρgresαres +ρgun αun = ρYl +ρYres +ρYun
(15)

where Y represents the mass fraction

Note that only the liquid and resolved vapor are
assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e there
is no temperature difference or slip velocity between
these phases. However, the unresolved vapor is not in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the liquid or resolved
vapor. Substituting the mixture density (equation 15) in
the compressible Navier–Stokes equations, we obtain

∂ (ρYl)

∂ t
+

∂ (ρYlulr j)

∂x j
=−∂ (ρYun)

∂ t
−uun j

∂ (ρYun)

∂x j
−

ρYun
∂uun j

∂x j

∂ (ρYlrulri)

∂ t
+

∂ (ρYlrulriulr j)

∂x j
=− ∂ p

∂xi
+

∂σi j

∂x j
−

∂ (ρYunuuni)

∂ t
−uun j

∂ (ρYunuuni)

∂x j
−ρYunuuni

∂uun j

∂x j

∂ (ρYlreslr)

∂ t
+

∂ (ρYlreslr ulr j)

∂x j
=

∂Q j

∂x j
− p

∂u j

∂x j
+

σi j
∂ui

∂x j
− ∂ (ρYunes)

∂ t
−u j

∂ (ρYunes)

∂x j
−ρYunes

∂u j

∂x j

∂ (ρYres)

∂ t
+

∂ (ρYresu j)

∂x j
= Se −Sc

(16)
where

(ρYl +ρYres)ulri = ρYlrulri

(ρYl +ρYres)eslr = ρYlreslr

(17)

and Se and Sc are the evaporation and condensation source
terms for the resolved vapor, p is the mixture pressure,
σi j is the viscous stress of the mixture, Q j is the thermal
conductivity of the mixture, ulr and elr are the velocity
and internal energy of the homogeneous mixture of liquid
and resolved vapor, respectively. The mixture pressure (p)
is defined as

p = (1−αun)plr +
N

∑
i=1

αi pi

plr = ρlα
′
l KlTlr

plr

plr +Pc
+ρgresα

′
resRgTlr

where α
′
l =

αl

1−αun
and α

′
res =

αres

1−αun

(18)

where plr and Tlr are the pressure and temperature of the
homogeneous mixture of the liquid and resolved vapor, pi
is the pressure of the ith bubble and N is the number of
bubbles.

The unresolved terms on the right-hand side of
equation 16 have a divergence rate term ( ∂u j

∂x j
) which is a

measure of the expansion/collapse rate of the unresolved
bubbles. Computing this divergence using a standard
numerical method might lead to erroneous values due to
insufficient bubble resolution. A better way is to express
it in terms of the bubble quantities. The divergence rate
for a single bubble can be written as

∂u j

∂x j
=− 1

ρg

Dρg

Dt
(19)

Assuming no mass transfer

1
ρg

Dρg

Dt
=− 1

Vg

DVg

Dt
=−3Ṙ

R
, (20)
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Hence
∂u j

∂x j
=

3Ṙ
R
. (21)

Summing over N bubbles, the divergence term on the right
hand side becomes

ρYun
∂u j

∂x j
=

N

∑
i=1

3ρgiαiṘi

Ri
(22)

The bubble size (R), velocity (Ṙ) and pressure (pi) need
to be obtained to compute the unresolved source terms.
This requires accurate modeling of the bubble dynamics
and the corresponding governing equations are derived
and discussed below.

Bubble dynamics

A generalized RP equation is derived using the
spherical momentum equation (assuming the bubble to be
spherical) along with the linear wave equation (to account
for the speed of sound). Also, the viscosity and surface
tension of the bubble have been neglected for the current
derivation, but are readily included. The momentum
equation and the wave equation are:

∂

∂ r
(

∂φ

∂ t
+

1
2
(

∂φ

∂ r
)2) =− 1

ρ

∂ p
∂ r

∂ 2φ

∂ t2 = c2
∆φ

(23)

where φ and p are the velocity potential and pressure
respectively. We integrate from r = R to r = kR to account
for the local flow effects on the bubble dynamics (where
k is a constant parameter). This results in the following
equation.

φt(kR)−φt(R)+
1
2
(φr

2(kR)−φr
2(R))

+
p(kR)− p(R)

ρ
= 0

(24)
The general solution of the wave equation is

φ =
1
r
( f (t − r/c)+g(t + r/c)) (25)

Substituting equation (25) in equation (24) would
result in

1
kR

(( f ′+g′)(kR))− 1
R
(( f ′+g′)(R))+

1
2
(φr

2(kR)−φr
2(R))+

p(kR)− p(R)
ρ

= 0

(26)
By taking the radial derivative of equation (25), the

folllowing relation between f ′ and g′ can be obtained

f ′(r) = g′(r)− crφr(r)− cφ(r) (27)

Substituting equation (27) in equation (26), and
assuming there is no incident wave (g = 0), would result
in

−1
k
(ckRφr(kR)+ cφ(kR))+(cRφr(R)+ cφ(R))+

1
2

R(φr
2(kR)−φr

2(R))+R(
p(kR)− p(R)

ρ
) = 0

(28)
Since surface tension and viscosity are neglected,

p(R) = pb where pb is the bubble pressure. Taking
the temporal derivative of equation (28) and using the
kinematic boundary condition (φr(R) = Ṙ), we would
obtain the following generalized RP equation.

RR̈(1− Ṙ
c
)+

3
2

Ṙ2(1− Ṙ
3c

) =

(1+
Ṙ
c
+

R
c

∂

∂ t
)(

p(R)− p(kR)
ρ

)−φt(kR)− φ 2
r (kR)

2
+

R(kṘ− c)
c2 φtt(kR)+

1
kc

φt(kR)φr(kR)+
3
2

Ṙ
c

φr
2(kR)

(29)
From the generalized RP equation, the original RP

equation, the Keller-Misis equation and the localized RP
equation can be obtained with appropriate assumptions as
shown below.

Case 1: Large k

From equation (25) it can be observed that φt ∼ 1
kR , φr ∼

1
kR and φtt ∼ 1

kR . Therefore for large k, φt ∼ 0, φr ∼ 0 and
φtt ∼ 0. Equation (29) would then reduce to

RR̈(1− Ṙ
c
)+

3
2

Ṙ2(1− Ṙ
3c

) = (1+
Ṙ
c
+

R
c

∂

∂ t
)(

p(R)− p∞

ρ
)

(30)
which is the well known Keller–Miksis((Keller and
Miksis, 1980)) equation.

Case 2: Large c

For large c, equation (25) would become

RR̈(1− 1
k
)+

3
2

Ṙ2(1− 4
3k

− 1
3k4 ) =

p(R)− p(kR)
ρ

(31)

which is a localized incompressible RP equation.

Case 3: Both large c and large k

For both large c and large k, equation (25) would become

RR̈+
3
2

Ṙ2 =
p(R)− p(kR)

ρ
(32)

which is the original incompressible RP equation.
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Case 4: Capturing local flow effects

The impact of the external flow on the bubble is felt via
the term p(kR). To capture the local flow effects, the
regions closer to the bubble need to be considered while
computing p(kR), i.e. k would be small. Closer to the
bubble, the flow can be assumed to be incompressible and
the corresponding velocity potential can be expressed as
φ(r) = − ṘR2

r . Substituting this φ , and its temporal and
spatial derivatives in equation (25) would result in

RR̈(1− Ṙ
c
− 1

k
)+

3
2

Ṙ2(1− Ṙ
3c

− 4
3k

− 1
3k4 ) =

(1+
Ṙ
c
+

R
c

∂

∂ t
)(

p(R)− p(kR)
ρ

)− 1
k4c

(
Ṙ3

2
+RṘR̈)

(33)
This is an approximation to the generalized RP

formulation that accounts for the compressibility of the
medium and the local flow effects on the bubble via the
term p(kR). This equation is used in obtaining the results
discussed in the following sections.

Computing αun

Another important term in the two–way coupling of the
resolved and unresolved phases is αun which is the volume
fraction of the unresolved vapor. A Gaussian kernel( f )
is used to smoothen the distribution of αun and is shown
below.

f =
N

∑
i=1

e−
ri

2

2σ2

2π3/2 (34)

N is the total number of bubbles, ri is the distance
between the cell center and the ith bubble, and σ (standard
distribution) is defined as σ = ( 4π

3 )1/3Ri, where Ri is
the size of the ith bubble. The volume fraction is then
computed as follows

αun =

∫
f dV

Vcv
(35)

where Vcv is the volume of the cell

2. Results
i) Unresolved bubble

Here, we simulate the collapse of an unresolved bubble
subjected to high external pressure. The simulation is
performed for a (i) vapor bubble and a (ii) gas bubble.
This is similar to the Rayleigh-like collapse of an
empty-spherical cavity for the vapor bubble. A key
difference between the gas and vapor bubble is that the gas
bubble rebounds upon its initial collapse as its pressure
varies inversely with its size. Following is the problem

setup for both the cases

Pext = 1atm; R0 = 0.1mm; R0/∆x = 0.5 (36)

where Pext , R0 and ∆x are the external pressure, initial
bubble and the cell size, respectively. The initial bubble
pressure (Po) of the vapor bubble is 0.02 atm, and that of
the gas bubble is 0.5 atm. The bubble size variation and
the collapse time is compared to the reference solution
obtained from the Rayleigh-Plesset ODE. Figures 12(a)
and 12(a) show the comparison for the vapor bubble
and gas bubble, respectively, and we observe a good
agreement between the hybrid model (blue curve) and the
reference solution (orange curve). Also, the collapse time
for both the bubbles agrees with the reference solution.

t

R

(a)

t

R

(b)

Figure 12: Comparison between the multi-scale model
and the reference solution from RP ODE for the collapse
of an unresolved (a) vapor bubble, (b) gas bubble.

ii) Resolved bubble
In contrast to the previous section, we consider

the collapse of a spherical vapor bubble which is
well resolved. We compare the size of the bubble
and the collapse time to the reference solution from
Rayleigh-Plesset ODE. Following is the parametric setup
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Pext = 1atm; R0 = 1mm; R0/∆x = 50; P0 = 0.02atm
(37)

Figure 13 shows the comparison, and we observe a
good agreement between the hybrid model (blue curve)
and the reference solution (orange curve). Since the
bubble contains vapor, the condensation term (Sc) on
the right-hand side of the transport equation in equation
16 causes the vapor to condense as the bubble pressure
exceeds the vapor pressure. This results in a rapid collapse
of the vapor bubble.

iii) Unresolved and resolved bubble pair

In the previous sections, the accuracy of the
multi-scale model was demonstrated independently for
an unresolved bubble and a resolved bubble. Here, we
choose a case where both the unresolved and the resolved
bubble co-exist. Following is the parametric setup

Resolved Bub: R10 = 1mm; R10/∆x = 25;
P10 = 0.5atm

Unesolved Bub: R20 = 0.1mm; R20/∆x = 1.25;
P20 = 0.5atm

Domain size:−10mm ≤ x,y ≤ 10mm;
−10mm ≤ z ≤ 15mm

(38)

Pext = 1atm and non-reflective boundary conditions are
used to avoid the reflection of pressure waves from the
walls. The distance between the bubbles (d) is 5mm
i.e. d/R10 = 5. The schematic of the setup is shown in
figure 14. At such separation distances, the bubbles might
impact each others’ behavior.

t

R

Figure 13: Comparison between the multi-scale model
and the reference solution from RP ODE for the collapse
of a resolved vapor bubble.

Figure 14: Problem Setup

t

R

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: (a) Comparison between the multi–scale
model and RP ODE for the unresolved gas bubble.
(b) Instantaneous snapshot showing the pressure waves
generated by the resolved bubble as it collapses.

Since the unresolved bubble is much smaller than the
resolved bubble, it will have a negligible impact on the
resolved bubble’s behavior, whereas the resolved bubble
can have a significant effect. Since the initial bubble
pressure is much lesser than the surrounding ambient
pressure, shock waves are generated which travel into
the bubble and expansion waves propagate outward. The
unresolved bubble, which initially begins to collapse due
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to the ambient pressure of 1atm, now experiences a
much lower external pressure because of these expansion
waves. As a result, the collapse intensity of the unresolved
bubble reduces. This can be observed in figure 15(a),
which shows the bubble size comparison between the
multi–scale model (blue curve) and the RP ODE solution
(orange curve). During the initial collapse, the minimum
bubble size attained is much higher for the hybrid model.
This reduced intensity can be seen in the subsequent
oscillations as well. Since the resolved bubble is much
larger in size, its collapse time is much longer. As the
resolved bubble starts to collapse it generates compression
waves that propagate outward. This can be seen in figure
15(b), which is a snapshot taken during the collapse stage
of the resolved bubble. As these compression waves hit
the unresolved bubble, its intensity gets further dampened
as seen in figure 15(a) (post T = 0.0001). Eventually, the
unresolved bubble appears to undergo linear oscillations,
whereas the resolved bubble oscillates unperturbed.

iv) Effect of parameter k

For a single bubble exposed to large ambient pressure,
the bubble size variation and the collapse time are
expected to be independent of the value of k chosen in
the generalized RP equation. We verify that by simulating
the gas bubble oscillation case discussed in section i) by
considering three values of k: (a) k = 5, (b) k = 10 and (c)
k = 40 and compare it with the reference solution obtained
from Keller–Miksis RP ODE. Figure 16 shows the plot
for the bubble size variation for three oscillation cycles
and we observe all the three curves (black, pink and green
curves) collapse onto one another, and also agree with the
reference solution (orange curve).

t

R

Figure 16: Comparison between k = 5, k = 10, k = 40
and the RP ODE solution.

v) Multiple Bubbles
We simulate a case where a cluster of bubbles is

exposed to an strong acoustic pulse and demonstrate the
ability of the generalized RP equation to capture the
bubble-bubble interaction. We choose a case from Maeda
and Colonius (2018) where N = 150 bubbles are exposed
to the following acoustic pulse

P = P0 +∆Psin(2π f t) (39)

where P0 = 1 atm, ∆P = 10 atm and f = 300 kHz. The
initial size of the bubble is R0 = 10 µm and R0/∆x = 0.1.

�	
Acoustic pressure

- Bubble cloud

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17: Instantaneous snapshots showing the
interaction between the acoustic pressure and the bubble
cloud. The bubbles are represented by the iso-contour of
volume fraction (α = 0.001) colored with pressure.

Figures 17(a), 17(b) and 17(c) show the interaction
between the acoustic pulse and the bubbles. As the
pulse impinges on the bubbles, these bubbles undergo
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acoustic cavitation and witness a large increase in their
size, as observed in figure 17(b). Figure 17(c) shows
the effect of the bubble cloud on the acoustic pulse as
a part of it gets transmitted, and the remaining part gets
reflected. We simulate this case with the multi-scale
model using both localized RP and the generalized RP
equations. We compute the instantaneous volume fraction
of the cloud for both the cases and compare it with that
of Maeda and Colonius (2018) as shown in figure 18.
While we observe a decent agreement among the three
curves, the generalized RP solution (blue curve) has a
better agreement with the reference solution (green curve)
in terms of both the amplitude and the phase of the
oscillations. This difference in the localized RP and the
generalized RP solutions mandates the need to account
for medium compressibility for the violent collapse of the
bubbles.

Maeda and Colonius (2018) used an RP variant
derived by Fuster and Colonius (2011) where the
bubble-bubble interaction is modeled explicitly using
potential flow assumption. However, it has an O(N2)
complexity and becomes computationally expensive for
a large number of bubbles. In contrast, the generalized
RP equation does not explicitly account for bubble-bubble
interaction yet captures the bubble-bubble interactions
accurately without being computationally expensive.

t

β

Figure 18: Comparison of the volume fraction of the
cloud (β ) between the localized RP equation (orange),
generalized RP equation (blue) and that of Maeda and
Colonius (2018) (green).

SUMMARY

Cavitation is investigated over a range of scales using
different problems. A backward–facing step setup was
used to study inception in a shear layer. Given that at the
inception level the amount of vapor formed is not high
enough to alter the flow dynamics, we assumed vapor to
be a passive scalar in a incompressible liquid. Joint–PDFs

of the flow invariants are obtained along the shear layer
and the cores of the elongated vortices are found to be the
regions most likely to experience inception. These regions
have a rotation rate 4× stronger than the stretching rate.

A phase change model based on the volume-of-fluid
(VOF) method was developed for resolved bubble
calculations. The model was tested against three
benchmark cases; Rayleigh bubble collapse, vapour
bubble collapse near a solid boundary, and vapour bubble
collapse on a solid boundary. The latter two problems
were of particular interest due to the asymmetry of the
collapse. Results from all three simulations showed
good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the
literature. To extend the model’s capability to multiple
bubbles, a Lagrangian tracking procedure was developed,
validated, and scaled. The tracking capability allows for
the calculation of bubble size and mass flux at the level
of each vapor cavity separately as the cavities change in
size, advect, and deform. The phase change model will
later be extended to include effects of non-condensable
gas (NCG) where problems involving bubble oscillation
can be studied.

Lastly, a fully compressible multi-scale model has
been developed which captures both macro cavities and
micro bubbles. In addition, a generalized RP equation
is derived for the Lagrangian bubble dynamics which
accounts for the compressibility of the medium and the
inter-bubble interaction. For both unresolved and resolved
bubbles, the model has been shown to accurately capture
the interaction between the bubble and the surrounding
liquid. It has been applied to study the interaction between
a resolved bubble and an unresolved bubble and the strong
collapse of the resolved bubble was found to dampen
the intensity of the unresolved bubble oscillations. The
multi-scale model was then used to study the interaction
between a strong acoustic pulse and a bubble and the
generalized RP equation was found to perform better than
the localized RP equation.
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DISCUSSION

Thad Michael,
Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division (872),
9500 MacArthur Blvd, West Bethesda, MD 20817, Ph:
301.227.5831, thad.michael@navy.mil

I am very pleased to see this progress on cavitation
modeling over a range of scales. It is an important part of
being able to solve real world cavitation erosion problems
in the future, where we have both the problem of how the
bubbles interact with the surface and the evolution of the
bubbles up to that point.

1. It would seem that a very fine grid would
be required for the

[
1 − (R0/R)3

]
term to be

significantly different than 1 for the solution of
phase change when the bubble is tracked with VOF.
I commend the authors on their effort to track R0.

2. How is R0 tracked when bubbles merge and split?

3. What is the significance of R0 for cavitation models
where the interior of the bubble is neither empty
(as assumed in the derivation of the R-P equation)
nor filled with NCG? Does it represent some initial
quantity of vapor which was in equilibrium with the
surface tension of the bubble and flow conditions
prior to entering the computational domain.

4. Can bubbles be tracked between the resolved and
unresolved models as they shrink below the size
that can be resolved by the VOF method or grow
large enough to be tracked by the VOF method?

AUTHOR’S REPLY

The authors thank you for your comments and questions,
which are addressed below.
Question 1: The main factor contributing to the
importance of this term is the size of the cavity
under study i.e. when R >> R0 and R << R0.
For problems involving single bubble dynamics, our
numerical experiments showed that 30 CVs is sufficient
to get good agreement with the RP solution. Hence, grid
resolution is not as significant.
Question 2: We thank the discusser for this valuable
comment. In the current study, only advection and
deformation were addressed. Merging and splitting is a
work in progress.
Question 3: That is correct. The main assumption is that
an initial quantity of vapor is in equilibrium with the flow
conditions before entering the computational domain.
Question 4: The bubbles can be tracked between resolved
and unresolved models since the value of the color

function at a given CV is the only input to the tagging
routines. The only difference would be the tolerance set
to initiate tagging.
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